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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the relationship between

collectivd negotiations and teacher salaries In Vizconsin public

'

School districts. Data were collec, d from a random sample of 324

:
Wisconsin school districts with_pr essional staffs ranging from 30-
to 500 members. A six-indicatoir in ex was developed to measure the,
comprehensiveness of copectiye negotiations in each district. This

. negotiations index and-'1.1-ather determinant variables were studied in
relation to 10 different measures of teacher salaries. Stepwise
multiple regression analysis found negative correlations between the
collective negotiations index And all level's of scheduled and actual

.teacher salaries. The authors concluded that collective negotiations
do not'have a significant positive effect on teacher salaries in
Wisconsin and that a negative effect is likely; In addition, they
found that socioeconomic conditions in a school district, especially
level of personal income and percentage of urban population, have the
strongest positive impact on "teacher salaries. (Author /JG)
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There is continuing debat and scussion in the literature con-

cerning the relative impact,of co ve negotiations on teacher

salaries. An article by Thornton' in the Phi Delta Kappan dissented

2
from Smith's conclusion, alsoin the Kappan, that negotiations may

have had minimal effects on teachers' salaries. Earlier, Thornton

had questioned Kasper's empirical interstate study over the same issue

which found that "There is no statistically significant positive effect
V

of teacher organizations on salaries, once other variables such as

income and urbanization are taken into account."
4

Others
5
have

joined the debate in recent years in an attempt to determine the

effects of collective negotiations on teacher salaries. Results have

ranged-T"som Balfour's
6

findings of a negative association to Thornton's
7

high positive association at the Master's degree maximum scheduled

salary. 7

x. . Research efforts to date have been limited primarily to large

school districts.or metropolitan areas where empirical data were

readily available. Entire states have been used as the principel unit
\

of observatj.on. However, the vast majority of local school.di.stricts

are either small or medium sized and often rural in nature. Perks

these districts have not felt the need for or the impact of collective

negotiations. It was evident to us that they were and still are in

,need of study on a larger scale.
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Selection of School Districts

In the research we conducted data were collected on an . II

. 1111: .112 ft ft 134

v

el

tion consisted of 324 districts and excluded the largest (over 500

professional staff members) as well as the smallest (under 30 pro-

fessional staff members) districts and comprised around 75 percent of

an public school districts in Wisconsin. The districts-sampled

averaged around 2,000 in pupil enrollment. Teachers and school boards

*have been negotiating in Wisconsin since the early 1960's, andiwe

assumed that observations of this phenomenon would be reflected by

strong positive relationships between teacher salaries and collective

negotiations in those districts studied.

Collective Negotiations Index

Virtually all school districts in Wisconsin during the 1972-73

school year engaged in formal collective negotiations with teachers on

7
issues such as salaries, hours, and conditions'of employment. 'Because

of this, a six-indicator composite negotiations index was develo ed

to determine the degree to which each district had a comprehensive or

well developed negotiations relationship between teachers and 04

school'board. The six indicators were selected -statistically from an

initial set of fifteen indicators after different combinationshad

been examined through multiple regressiOg analysis. The six indicators

of negotiations comprehensiveness which survived the statistical '

. .

screening and comprised .the final 1,hdex were as follows:

, .
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1. An accumulative index for salary adjustments'existel,
and was part of the negotiated salary schedule, e.g.,
increases-based-on-ratios-generated -from B. k. mtnimums ,

B.A. + 12 credits, B,A. + 24 credits, M.A. + 10 credits,,
etc., of a p.rceutagc krIcremeut btolLture.

3

.proce ure existed, includimg -a-tiviet-abl, for opening
tiations prior to the exp,iration of the existing

agreement and was incorporated in the negotiatbd agree-
ment:

3. The school board paid part or all of the teacher's
contributions to the State Teachers Retirement,System
in the negotiated agreement.

4. There existed a. standing teacher negotiating committee
composed of the district's teachers which functioned
during contract negotiations and during the t.rm of the
agreement.

5. The availability of a Wisconsin FederatiOn of Teachers, 1

Wisconsi.Education Association Council or UNISERV
representative to local teacher representatives during

,

. negotiations leading-to the negotiated agreement.

6. The.existence of formal collective negotiatiOns between
the school board and one or more employee groups besides
teachers during bargaining leading to the negotiated
agreement.

All indicators of negotiations comprehensiveness were weighted by

a fifteen-member tripartite rtanef of experts composed of employer-employee

relations specialists, administrators:and teacher-organization rep-

resentatives who rated e ch indicator's importance to a well developed

teacher-school board neg tiations relationship. The weighted scores,' r

for the number of indicators existing during the negotiations were

summed and divided by the total number of indicators .(6) for, each

district. The resulting mean score represented the degree of negOtia-

tions comprehensiveness in a school .district%.
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Salary Levels and Other Determinant-VAriAbles

,

ThP nPgrOtiatiO.DS' COmprehepsivenecq crnr4' anA nthpr Aptpr-
,

ma-a-hles were studieciongwir_h., Len _differ_enX__a_verage _anti

scheduled measures of teacher salari26. Both scheduled and actual

average salaries were used to reflect those salaries,suttject to disect

negotiations and those representing actual economic benefits to

teachers. the eleven determi4ant variables were studied because of

`,the assumption of their influence on teacher salaries based on the

literature and previous research. These variables were:

1. Adjusted grosslincome per capita

2. .Percent of t tal general property tax rate for K-I2
education

3. :Percent of total'revenue and non-revenue receipts for K-12
educatio' provided by the local public school district

4. Average monthly salary.for'accountants in the area of the
observ4 school ,district

Percent ofipOpulationliving in urbanized places

6. Pupil-teacher ratio
A

7. Teacher turdover

8. Pupil enrollAprit

9. Length of teacher school year

10. Percent of teaChers with substandard qualifications

11. Region(upstate'or downstate)
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Collective Negotiations Index Ver'sus Teacher Salary Levels

5

The results of the stepwise multiple regression analysis between

th - .16 le-. , . ,

tions are listed in Table I. Unexpetted 'negative correlations were

'found between the index of collective negotiation; and all levels of
a

scheduled and actual teacher salaries. The negative correlations

were significant between the index and minimum scheduled B.A., mini-
.

mum scheduled M.A., actual 5erage B.A. and the generil average salary,

for the districts observed. The above implies that a more comprehen-

sive collective negotiations arrangement was associated with signifi-

cant decreases in B.A. minimum, M.A. minimum, actual B.A. and actual

average salaries.

As the successful practice. of/teacher-school collective
/ ,

negotiations hinges on the ability to reasonably predict results given

existing situations, the consistent negative relationship between

comprehensive collectivemegotiations and teacher salary ortends

ominous implications for practice to teachers' organizations. The

assumption Ara positive association betwedn str, ng ollective negott-
.

atiptfs and teacher salary levels, either scheduled or actual, did no=t'

hold. Each poit't increase in the collective negotiation's index

corresponded to decreases in the amounts ligted in column four of

Table I. Where the decreases were statistically signiffcant they

ranged from $99.27 at the scheduled minimum M:A. level to $242.87 for

the general average salary. These decreases suggest that a comprehen7
-



TABLE I

6

RELATIONSHIP OF COLLECTIVE NEGO?tATIONS

TO TEACHER SALARIES IN WISCONSIN

3

Dollar Changes in Multiple

Partial Correlation Level of Salary as CNI Correlation
2

Salary Measure Coefficient,(r ) Significance Increases Coefficient(R )

Actual, Salary

Average BA .251

Average MA

,!*Average 0-4 Years .211

**Average 5-9 Years :127 .

m 1

**Average 10 Years+ .157'

.10

-

,

k

\o,

.-

1175.4S

82.14

94.61

, 107. 29

183.43

.5.

5564

.5855

.5940

.5348

.7007'

General Average .276 ,
10 242.87...s .6679

Scheduled Salary

MiAimum BA k/ .416

Maximum BA .002

Minimum MA .352

Maximum MA .174

41,

. 01

'.05

99.42 .6471

2.'74 ..5169

99.27 .5229

1'99.47 .7764

*Collective Negotiations Index
**Average salaries,for teachers with 0-4 yers of experience,

experience and 10 year of experience and above.

ti

5-9 years of

7
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'sive negotiations arrangement at the local level may be a losing

p ro-p-cittcrtif131te a c . --PDF-fact -that-qq-§tgmtficant

positive relationship existed for stx,of the salary measures further

IMPlei-that compfiherIiive collective negotiations,- generally sfeaking,

has little impact on teacher salaries.

As local teachers' organizations in Wisconsin strive to improve,

or strengthen the negotiations relationship vis-a-vis school boards,'

they may not be rewarded with improved salaries relative to other

.'school districts. Other factors, as our research indicated, may

a
serve to improve teacher salaries, but increasing the comprehensive-

.

ness of the collective negotiatioas relationships probably will not.

Determinant Variables Versus Teacher Salary'Levels

4

The total variance in teacher Salaries explained bytthe twelve

determinant variables ranged from under 52 percent (scheduled maximum

B.A.) to nearly'78 percent (scheduled maximum M.A.) among the ten

baiao:cmedbuLeb aiiCi ,eu wo4els. These pePtentages indicated

that the determinant variables utilized in the research explained most

of the totalivariance in each measure of teacher salary. We realized,

however, that enough of the variance was left unexplained so that the

addition of still ottler variables might well,have accounted for more.

of the total variance..

Among the determinant variables, adjusted gross Ocome pe'r capita

I
in the school district and percentage of urbanized population in the-

schodt distriit had the strongest positive relationships with teacher



salary levels. Increases in these_two-determinants.were-canIstently

associatd--_wit--kncriaas-es=fn-, all measures -of -teacher -salary-. In-nine

out of the ten measures of salary, at least one of the above two

- determinants accounted for more of the total variance in the teacher

salary measure than the other determinant variables combined. By

contrast,' the amount of variance in teacher salaries accounted for-by

the collective 4gotiations index ranged from zero percent to 10.5

percent among the ten salary measures. If one wanted to project

increases in teacher salaries, adjusted gross income per capita and

percentage of urbanized population would be the two best predicators

upon which to base projections.

There were several variables in thestudy which proved to have

virtually no relationship to teacher salary levels. Pupil enrollment,

percentage of total local tax rate for K-12 educational purposes,

region (upstate or downstate), and length of teacher school-yea'r had

no significant relationship to any of the salary le.rels. The remaiAr-

ing independent variables (noted! yere found to be sign

cantly relate = least oneor ore of the teacher salary easures.

One 91.--the;robleMs face. by iesearchers is meaturin the influence,

of salary lgvelsin,peighb ring school districts-on s9aries ill an

observed district. This is the problem of measu ing the much alluded

1//to "spillover" effect. We used -the- 'Cooperative ducational%ervice
/

Agent (CESA)in Wisconsin as our neighborhood variable. Each agency

ryes an average of 23 school districts i the same geographical area c-

,f

with staff assistance for instructional and/or planning.purpbses.

0



The "spillover" effect accounted-for over 54 percent of the total

9

- r a ne.---in--schelittletfilri-mum-- dz. y- MIS 46=tFert%nM-15t---

lid A ILIUM B.A. bd ,ad neglig effects, however,

on-schedated-MTA. tutntmum-and-maximum-vatarres. We surmised that

school district is influenced by surrounding districts at bachelor's

degree salary levels because considerably more teathers already in

the district and in the employment entrance pool have bachelor's

degrees than master's degrees: Therefore, a school district's sched-

uled B.A. salary must be competitive with salaries offered by neighbor-

ing districts.

Conclusion's

7

We do not believe collective negotiations has a significant

0
4

positive effect on teacher salaries in Wisconsin. Indeed- , a negative

effect is Fivers the length of time formal teacher-school

board collective negotiations have been in eXistence in Wisconsin,

,//this conclusi n is surprising. Possibly, the short term effect of

teacher- school board collective negotiations has run its course in

Wisconsin (and perhaps else*here),_-In the short term, negotiations

haittbeen reported in sop previous research to have an initial po'Sitive
t

impact on teacher salai-ies. Our study may well have found the lo

term effect where negotiations",_ positive influence on salar has

not only Peaked,and leveled af.f1;nt-is now on the ine.

We concluded, without-reservation, socio-economic onditions

in-a school district-generally have the strongest positi e impact on

teacher salaries. Beyond, personal income and perce age-of urban
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a

population in a school distriCt, scheduled B.A. salaries in_proxi

_sciCoalffistrietq are the- most important influence_am_schidij,414,..$

10

salaries.

These conclusions do pot preclude the nec silty for or the

nificance of local teacher-school board otiations on non-salary

matters. They do suggest that neytiating salary adjustments at the

local school district level,,i,S not particularly useful to local teachers'

organizations. Concerp/Over the,loss of local control aside, perhaps

regional or state ide negotiations would be more appropriate for

ti bas teacher salaries. Teachers and school boards could

then b- relieved of the inordinately time-consuming necessity of

otiating locally over salary related matters that too often lead

impasses, strikes, and between teachers, school boards and

/administrators. concerted effort's on the part of the education
A

* 0

community and others to improve the per(capita income and general

socio-economic level through the development of business, industry,

housing and public services would ap4ear,to enhance the teachers'

probability of greatei economic 'rewards.

Our research, we hope; has contributed to the resolution of the

continuing debate over the\-elationship.of collective negotiations

to teacher salaries with some evidence from small to intermediate

. . /

sized school districts. Our
,

study essentially supported Kasper'

. ,
. ',,,/

perception of the- timpact of unionism on teacher salaties as "much hard

work for little financial return."
8

Certainly, we cannotairee with

,/
those whO unalterably contend that collective negotiations has a

11
o

*0

.4;



strong positive impact on teacher salar'Ies over the long term.

va.
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